JOE’S JULY MOVIE RELEASES

Monday, July 3 Closed Tuesday, July 4

Accidental Exorcist (NR) Horror

A talented natural born exorcist does daily battle against evil forces as
demonic possessions rise across the city.
Awakening the Zodiac (R) Crime/Thriller
A down-on-their-luck couple discovers a serial killer’s film reels, and soon
find themselves in the killer’s crosshairs.
Drone (NR) Thriller -- Sean Bean, Mark McCormack
Ideologies collide with fatal results when a military drone contractor
meets an enigmatic Pakistani businessman.
Food: Delicious Science (NR) Documentary
Discover the physics, chemistry, and biology of food in this tasty and
enlightening global adventure.
Here Alone (NR) Sci-Fi/Suspense
A young woman struggles to survive on her own in the wake of a
mysterious epidemic that has killed much of society.
Something New (PG13) Comedy/Romance
An accountant finds love when she agrees to go on a blind date with a
sexy and free-spirited landscaper.
Song to Song (R) Drama/Romance -- Rooney Mara, Ryan Gosling
Two intersecting love triangles lead to obsession and betrayal set against
the music scene in Austin, Texas.
Vincent-N-Roxxy (R) Crime/Drama -- Emile Hirsch, Zoe Kravitz
A small-town loner and a rebellious punk rocker unexpectedly fall in love,
and soon discover violence follows them everywhere.
You Can’t Have It (R) Crime/Thriller
Last call takes on a new meaning when Bill spends the last night of Mr.
Phil’s Bar hanging out with friends, and drinking, sex and murder ensue.
The Zookeeper’s Wife (PG13) Drama/War -- Jessica Chastain
Historical drama about the keepers of the Warsaw Zoo, who helped save
hundreds of people and animals during the German invasion.

Tuesday, July 11
Alive & Kicking (NR) Documentary

An intimate insider’s view into the culture of the current swing dance
world while shedding light on issues facing modern society.
American Fable (NR) Suspense
11-year-old Gitty discovers that her beloved father is hiding a wealthy
man in her family’s silo to save their struggling farm.
Americana (NR) Drama
An alcoholic film editor puts together the pieces of his movie star sister’s
murder.
Ancient World Exposed: Atlantis, Egypt & Monotliths (NR) Documentary
This comprehensive series explores decades of research into the ancient
mysteries of our long-forgotten past.

The Beast of War (R) War/Action -- Georg Dzundza, Jason Patric

A Soviet tank and its warring crew become lost in an Afghan valley with a
group of vengeance-seeking rebels on their tracks.
Birdy (1984) (R) Drama/War -- Matthew Modine, Nicolas Cage
After two friends return home from the Vietnam War one becomes mentally
unstable and obsesses with becoming a bird.
Contemporary Color (NR) Documentary/Music
David Byrne celebrated the art of the Color Guard with a performance
event at Brooklyn’s Barclays Center.
Do You Take This Man (NR) Studio Q/Drama -- Anthony Rapp
Daniel and Christopher must rely on their close friends and families to help
them through drama on the eve of their wedding.
Fate of the Furious (PG13) Action/Sports -- Vin Diesel, Dwayne Johnson
When a mysterious woman seduces Dom into the world of terrorism and a
betrayal of those closest to him, the crew is tested as never before.
Fly Over America (NR) Documentary
An aerial journey across America depicting its most iconic landscapes and
landmarks.
Gardens of Stone (1987) (R) War/Drama -- James Caan, Anjelica Huston
Francis Ford Coppola’s 1987 film about a sergeant who must deal with his
desires to save the lives of young soldiers being sent to Vietnam.
Hunting Party (1971) (R) Drama/Classic -- Oliver Reed, Candice Bergen
A ruthless rancher and his gang use extremely long range rifles to kill the
men who kidnapped his infidel wife.
London Heist (NR) Action/Suspense
Armed robber and career criminal Jack Cregan seeks to discover the truth
behind his father’s murder, and in doing so puts his life in danger.
The Lost City of Z (PG13) Action/Adventure -- Charlie Hunnan, Robert Pattinson
A true-life drama about British explorer Colonel Percival Fawcett, who
disappeared while searching for a mysterious city in the Amazon in the 1920s.

Norman: The Moderate Rise and Tragic Fall of a New York Fixer

(NR) Drama -- Richard Gere, Michael Sheen
A small-time operator who befriends a young politician finds his life
changes when the politician becomes an influential world leader.
A Quiet Passion (NR) Drama -- Cynthia Nixon, Keith Carradine
The story of American poet Emily Dickinson from her early days as a young
schoolgirl to her later years as a reclusive, unrecognized artist.
Shalako (1968) (PG) Western/Classics -- Sean Connery, Brigitte Bardot
In 1880 New Mexico, a group of European hunters runs afoul of the
Apache but is aided by an ex-cavalryman turned guide.
Songwriter (1984) (PG) Drama/Musical -- Willie Nelson, Kris Kristofferson
A singer/songwriter who tries to leave his roots to be a music mogul gets
tangled up in a bad publishing deal.
Their Finest (R) Comedy/Romance -- Gemma Arterton, Sam Claflin
A newly appointed scriptwriter for propaganda films joins the cast and crew
of a major production while the Blitz rages around them.

UFO Chronicles: Masters of Deception (NR) Documentary

This edition explores global corporations and the one-world government
movement, and how these influence the cover-up of the UFO
phenomenon.
Vince Giordano: There’s a Future in the Past (NR) Documentary
Intimate and energetic portrait of musician Vince Giordano, the devoted
jazz preservationist behind HBO’s award-winning Boardwalk Empire
soundtrack.
A Woman, A Part (NR) Drama
An actress abruptly extricates herself from a successful but mind-numbing
TV role, returning to her past life in New York to reinvent herself.

Tuesday, July 18
Another Evil (NR) Comedy/Horror

After encountering a ghost in his family’s vacation home, a modern artist
and his wife hire an “industrial-grade exorcist” to get rid of the beings.
Busters Mal Heart (NR) Drama/Thriller
A family man’s encounter with a conspiracy-obsessed drifter leaves
him on the run from the police and an impending event known as The
Inversion.
Circle of Poison (NR) Documentary
A global look at communities impacted by the export of toxic pesticides
made in America and how they are fighting back.
Cloudy with a Chance of Sunshine (NR) Comedy
A single father has his life upended when a new-age yogi mysteriously
shows up in his kitchen and takes him on a journey of self-discovery.
Feed (PG13) Drama
Privileged twins Olivia and Matthew have almost no boundaries between
them; even their dreams are connected.
Free Fire (R) Action/Crime -- Brie Larson, Cillian Murphy
Set in Boston in 1978, a meeting in a deserted warehouse between two
gangs turns into a shootout and a game of survival.
Insatiable: The Homaru Cantu Story (NR) Documentary
The story of chef and inventor Homaro Cantu, who helped put Chicago on
the culinary map and became a celebrity chef in his late twenties.
Kong: Skull Island (PG13) Adventure -- Tom Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson
A team of scientists explore an uncharted island in the Pacific, venturing into
the domain of the mighty Kong, and must fight to escape a primal Eden.
Lake Alice (NR) Horror
The Thomas family goes to their cabin for Christmas with their daughter
and her boyfriend, but their first holiday together may be their last.
Men of the Cloth (NR) Documentary
Portrait of three Italian master tailors who share pride and devotion to their
craft while confronting their challenging role in the twilight of their career.
The Other Half (NR) British Drama -- Tom Cullen, Tatiana Maslany
A bipolar woman and a grief-stricken man struggle to overcome their
challenges and forge a simple life together.
Pray for Rain (PG13) Drama -- Jane Seymour
A journalist returns to the California farming community where she was
raised only to find it has been ravaged by drought and has become a
place ruled by gangs
The Promise (NR) Drama
In the days of the Ottoman Empire, a love triangle forms between a beautiful
woman, a medical student, and an American journalist based in Paris.
Resident Evil: Vendetta (R) Acton/Fantasy
Chris Redfield enlists the help of Leon Kennedy and Rebecca Chambers
to stop a death merchant from spreading a deadly virus in New York.
Shark Week: Shark N Awe (NR) Documentary
“Shark Week” is back, making a huge splash with all-new, jaw-dropping
shark stories and shark technology.
Tommy’s Honour (NR) Sports/Drama
An intimate, powerfully moving tale of the real-life founders of the modern
game of golf.
With Great Power: The Stan Lee Story (NR) Documentary
The life and career of the iconic comic book writer and editor, and former
Marvel Comics publisher, who helped co-create Spiderman, X-Men, The
Hulk, and Iron Man, among many others.

Tuesday, July 25

A Country Doctor and Other Fantastic Films (NR) Animated

A collection of films from Japanese animator Koji Yamamura, including his
nightmarish masterpiece “Franz Kafka’s A Country Doctor.”
Ad Nauseam (NR) Comedy
A brutal black comedy that tears open the worlds of Gen-Y targeted
advertising, Gen-Y targeted entertainment and the Gen-Y targets
themselves.
Alien Arrival (NR) Sci-Fi
Interstellar survival story about a stranded mercenary who discovers a
deadly secret on a seemingly deserted moon.
Aliens & UFOs: The Crisis for Planet Earth (NR) Documentary
Investigate the alleged cover-up of the UFO phenomena and the
worldwide implications the alien presence has on our planet today.
Bag Boy Lover Boy (NR) Horror/Comedy
An oddball hotdog vendor is shocked to find himself suddenly becoming
the bizarre muse of enigmatic NYC photographer Ivan.
Billy Jack: The Complete Collection (NR) Action
Four groundbreaking classics from 70s pop culture icon Billy Jack: a halfAmerican Indian/half white ex-Green Beret bent on correcting injustice.
Black Butterfly (R) Thriller -- Jonathan Rhys Meyers, Piper Perabo
Outside a mountain town grappling with a series of abductions and
murders, a reclusive writer struggles to start a career-saving screenplay.
The Boss Baby (PG) Animated -- Alec Baldwin
A suit-wearing, briefcase-carrying baby pairs up with his 7-year old
brother to stop the dastardly plot of the CEO of Puppy Co.
Brennan (NR) Drama
A stranger gives Brennan Manning — a war veteran and unconventional
evangelist — a ride home to New Orleans to save his marriage.
Facing Darkness (NR) Documentary
A Christian relief organization is met with the challenge of fighting the
Ebola epidemic in west Africa.
The Final Master (NR) Foreign/Action/Drama (China)
A Wing Chun master must defeat eight martial arts schools to open his own
school, yet he has become a chess piece to the local power dynamics.
Ghost in the Shell (PG13) Action/Sci-Fi – Scarlett Johansson
Major is the first of her kind: A human cyber-enhanced to be a perfect
soldier devoted to stopping the world’s most dangerous criminals.
Gifted (PG13) Drama -- Chris Evans, McKenna Grace
Frank, a single man raising his child prodigy niece Mary, is drawn into a
custody battle with his mother.
I, Olga Hepnarová (NR) Foreign/Crime/Drama (Czech Republic)
Biopic about 22-year-old mass murderer Olga Hepnarová, who in 1973
drove a truck into a group of innocent people in Prague.
Nocturne (NR) Horror
A girl running from her past is forced to confront her future when her
friends perform an impromptu séance.
Sailing Across the World (NR) Documentary/Travel
Voyage across the world with this stunning visual trip, as we travel on
dozens of different sea-faring ships, canal and riverboats, and lake craft.
Unforgettable (R) Thriller -- Rosario Dawson, Katherine Heigl
A woman sets out to make life hell for her ex-husband’s new fiancée.
Who’s Crazy (1966) (NR) Off the Wall/Drama
Long thought to be lost until the only surviving copy was salvaged from
director Thomas White’s garage, “Who’s Crazy?” is a wild, free-form burst
of 1960s experimentalism.

New Series Releases on DVD
Ancient Aliens: The New World Order 2 – 7/3
Class: Season 1 – 7/11
My Mother and Other Strangers (Masterpiece) – 7/11
Prime Suspect Tennison (Masterpiece) – 7/11
The Tunnel - Sabotage: Season 2 – 7/11
Expanse, The: Season 2 – 7/18
Grantchester: Season 3 (Masterpiece Mystery) – 7/18
Emerald City: Season 1 – 7/25
Girls: Season 6 – 7/25

